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Introduction

Some ‘thought experiment’ modelling results and interpretations of data and theory are presented to investigate the possibility that Whitsand Bay and its relatively recently 

(2013) designated Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) might have been affected in the past both by intrusion of dredge-spoil sediments from the now-closed disposal site 

located close to the seaward boundary of the MCZ, and by suspended sediment and low salinity waters from the adjacent Tamar Estuary and Plymouth Sound. Modelling 

work, supported by observations, is used to derive the component of Tamar waters present within the MCZ. The sensitivity of the dredge-spoil (model tracer/particle-release) 

source-point location to the intrusion of tracer within the MCZ is investigated using 2D tracer and 3D particle tracking models. Modelled bedload sediment transport from the 

disposal site toward or away from the MCZ occurs with high waves and is dependent on near-bed tidal, wave and wind-driven currents. [Uncles, R.J., Clark, J.R., Bedington, 

M., Torres, R., 2020. On sediment dispersal in the Whitsand Bay Marine Conservation Zone: neighbour to a closed dredge-spoil disposal site. In: (eds. J. Humphreys & R. 

Clark) Marine Protected Areas: Science, Policy and Management. Elsevier, 599-629.]

Conclusions

Hydrodynamic transport occurs between the Tamar Estuary, Plymouth Sound and the MCZ, although the component of Tamar waters present within the MCZ is small. The SPM 

levels due to Tamar waters are substantially less than the local, in-situ levels. The tracer/particle release site is crucially important to the intrusion of tracer/particles (simulated 

suspended sediment) within the MCZ and its interaction with the coast. Northerly winds enhance the Rame eddy and increase the effect of inputs from site BL on the MCZ.

However, northerly winds have a short fetch over Whitsand Bay and are unlikely to generate waves capable of causing resuspension of deposited dredge-spoil sediment at BL. 

Disposal at site TR, which might have occurred historically, has a more generalized effect on the MCZ and coastline. Northerly winds remain an important wind influence for 

dispersion from TR into the MCZ, but other winds can also drive suspended fine-sediment transport into the MCZ. Because dredge-disposal sediment has a small grain size it is 

easily moved by spring tidal currents at TR, even without waves, and by high waves at BL, even without tidal currents. High waves at BL will generally be associated with southerly 

or south-westerly winds, which drive an offshore flow of near-bed water and, potentially, an offshore transport of near-bed suspended sediment. This scenario is apparent in the 

likely offshore presence of dredge-spoil sediment, based on grain properties, in deeper English Channel waters.

Figure 1. Whitsand Bay MCZ (amber sea boundary) 

showing the historical (yellow, with locators TR & BL) and 

more recent (magenta) dredge-spoil disposal grounds. 

Plymouth Sound tracer-release site = TM

Figure 2. (a, b), Whitsand Bay drogue tracks; (c), 

modelled surface and bed spring-tide residual currents; 

(d), 2D-modelled tracer at mid-tide, continuously released 

from TM (Fig. 1b). All for unstratified, low-wind conditions

Figure 3. 2D-modelled salinity in Whitsand Bay 

for repeating mean tides and constant high 

runoff into Plymouth Sound; (a), Mid-Falling tide 

(MF); (b), LW; (c), Mid-Rising tide (MR); (d), HW

Figure 4. (a) Depth-averaged, measured, winter salinity; (b), 

surface SPM; (c), median bed grain-sizes - ticks indicate the 

likely presence of disposal sediment; (d), bed silt and clay % 

- circles indicate negligible silt & clay; ND=no data

Figure 5. 2D-modelled tracer released at a constant 

rate from BL (Fig. 1b) for mean tides and near-gale 

constant winds, shown at HW; (a), northerly wind; (b), 

westerly wind; (c), easterly wind; (d), southerly wind

Figure 6. 2D-modelled tracer released at a constant 

rate from TR (Fig. 1b) for mean tides and near-gale 

constant winds, shown at HW; (a), northerly wind; (b), 

westerly wind; (c), easterly wind; (d), southerly wind

Figure 8. Particles at three HW times for strong S or 

SW winds & large tides. Releases were at HW & every 

subsequent LW & HW from site BL (Fig. 1b) (top two 

rows) and site TR (bottom two rows). Surface releases 

are red; near-bed releases are yellow

Figure 9. Particles at three HW times for light 

winds & large tides. Releases were at HW & every 

subsequent LW from site BL (Fig. 1b) (top two 

rows) and site TR (bottom two rows). Surface 

releases are red; near-bed releases are yellow

Figure 7. Particles at three HW times for light winds 

& large tides. Releases were at HW & every 

subsequent LW & HW from site BL (Fig. 1b) (top two 

rows) and site TR (bottom two rows). Surface 

releases are red; near-bed releases are yellow
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